SKID STEER LOADERS, COMPACT TRACK LOADERS,
LOADER BACKHOES, COMPACT WHEEL LOADERS, WHEEL LOADERS

SNOW REMOVAL
ATTACHMENTS

SNOW REMOVAL ATTACHMENTS

ANGLE BROOMS
Efficiently remove snow and ice from parking lots, driveways, paths,
or sidewalks.
+ 72-, 84-, 96-, 108- and 120-inch brooms with standard manual or hydraulic
angle adjustment
+ Brooms angle 30° to the left or right, allowing operators to direct cast-off
accurately based on application
+ A 32-inch diameter, 50/50 poly-wire brush core easily handles light dust or
heavy material (36" diameter brush on 120" width broom)
+ Features a quick-change brush without breaking hydraulic lines, reducing
downtime for routine maintenance
Works with:

SNOW BLADES
Choose between standard, heavy-duty and trip-edge models, all featuring
blade angles up to 35º, to clear heavy snow.
+ Available in 60-, 72-, 84-, 96-, 108- and 120-inch widths
+ Blades feature adjustable skid shoes and bolt-on replaceable blades
(steel, rubber, or polyurethane), all of which operate with standard hydraulics
+ Blades also offer spring-edge trip-edge protection, reducing the potential for
main work group damage
Works with:

SNOW BLOWERS
Attack heavy snow with any of our 13 different models, available in standard
flow, high-flow, and enhanced high-flow models.
+
+
+
+

Available in 60-, 72-, 84-, and 96-inch widths
Two-stage hydraulic blowers blow snow up to 45 feet
Direct drive motors eliminate moving parts
Electronically controlled, poly-lined chute/deflector keeps you in the seat and
out of harsh conditions
+ With a little effort, service points like bolt-on wear edges and adjustable skid
shoes maintain productivity without requiring service visits
Works with:

SNOW REMOVAL ATTACHMENTS

SNOW BUCKETS
Efficiently move large volumes of snow or light material with our
heavy-duty, medium-duty and light material snow buckets.
+ Medium-duty (84- and 96-inch) and heavy-duty (96- and 108-inch)
selections available
+ A high-visibility back guard provides easy reference to bucket placement
and capacity
+ Use the pre-drilled lips for bolt-on cutting edges to improve productivity
Works with:

SNOW PUSHES
Efficiently move large volumes of snow in parking lots, driveways and
building sites, and draw snow back from confined areas.
+ Available in 72-, 84-, 96-, and 120-inch widths to match your snow removal
needs and equipment capabilities
+ Pushes feature reversible 1-inch × 8-inch rubber edge on main blade, and
reversible replaceable 3/4-inch × 5-inch wear shoes of abrasion-resistant
AR400 steel
+ Optional rubber edges available
Works with:

ARCTIC® SECTIONAL SNO-PUSHER™
Effectively cleans all snow and ice, even in pavement depressions.
Spring-loaded trip edges and mechanical side panels easily glide
over objects.
+ Available in 96-, 126-, 138-, 156-, 168- and 204-inch widths
to meet all your snow removal needs
+ Hardox 450 hardened steel cutting edges
+ Sectional moldboard skips over hazards
+ Automatically adjusts to pavement grade,
keeping all four tires on the ground
+ Forgiving design increases safety on impact
+ Universal and interchangeable mounting options (mount sold separately)
+ Mechanical side panels as well as moldboard sections lift up, etc.
+ Shoes always automatically ride flat against the surface
Works with:

Be sure to check machine hydraulic requirements to ensure proper
attachment needs are met.

SINCE 1842

BUILDING
A STRONG CASE.
Since 1842, we at CASE Construction Equipment have lived by an
unwavering commitment to build practical, intuitive solutions that deliver
both efficiency and productivity.
We continually strive to make it easier for our customers to implement
emerging technologies and new compliance mandates.
Today, our global scale combined with our local expertise enables us
to keep customers’ real-world challenges at the center of our product
development. This focus has led to numerous innovations like Ride
Control™, electro-hydraulic controls, Blade Shake, PowerLift™, over-center
boom design and the peace of mind that only CASE ProCare provides.
Every CASE machine is backed by more than 300 North American dealer
locations, thousands of OEM, remanufactured and all-makes parts, and
flexible financing and insurance options that provide the kind of reliable,
steadfast support you expect from a professional partner.
We are passionate about improving the lives of others, whether investing
in our veterans or raising awareness about local infrastructure initiatives
through Dire States. Our goal is to build both stronger machines — and
stronger communities.
At the end of the day, we do what’s right by our customers and our
communities so that they can count on CASE.

CaseCE.com/Attachments
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IMPORTANT: CASE Construction Equipment Inc. reserves the right
to change these specifications without notice and without incurring
any obligation relating to such change. Availability of some models
and equipment builds vary according to the country in which the
equipment is used. The illustrations and text may include optional
equipment and accessories and may not include all standard
equipment. Your CASE dealer/distributor will be able to give you
details of the products and their specifications available in your area.

CASE Construction Equipment is biodiesel-friendly
NOTE: All engines meet current EPA emissions
regulations. All specifications are stated in
accordance with SAE Standards or Recommended
Practices, where applicable.
Always read the Operator’s Manual before operating
equipment. Inspect equipment before using it, and
be sure it is operating properly. Follow the product
safety signs and use any safety features provided.

